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OBLIQUA
Design Roberto Innocenti

OBLIQUA is a new design shower which has a vertically developed shower head to create a
simple, minimal look.
The extremely slender OBLIQUA adheres to the wall with an innate elegance, naturally and
delicately blending into the ambient. The clean, essential lines of OBLIQUA, complete with
accessories, harmonize perfectly with any bathroom furnishing solution.
OBLIQUA’s sensational, comforting water flow will both astound and satisfy the user. It is
achieved through the innovative directional Flyfall Rain System that offers perfect control of
water flow direction, reducing the area of water fall on the floor. This feature makes it possible
to install OBLIQUA in any type of bathroom, including very small ambients.
OBLIQUA is available in three versions (with slanted head, without slanted head and without
slanted head with separate hand shower) each of which is available in a semi-recessed version
with white LED backlighting and a built-in version without backlighting.
This shower system has been designed for normal personal hygiene as well to enhance psychophysical relaxation. All the models have a thermostatic mixer with high flow regulator
cartridge, filters/lock and 1/2” inlets and outlets. There are also four outlets controlled by two
diverters with stop (rain showerhead, waterfall, body spray, hand shower).
OBLIQUA offers a variety of finishes: the backlit versions are available in glossy steel, brushed
steel, total white and total black. The built-in versions are available in glossy steel and
brushed steel.
All the versions of OBLIQUA offer sensations of purity and simplicity combined with high
efficiency and functionality. They will provide every bathroom ambient with a harmonious
beauty that naturally invites the user to enjoy moments of relaxation and meditation.
Moreover, the various finishes and different models available make it possible to personalize
the shower according to the user’s tastes and requirements, even in terms of the price.
All these features make OBLIQUA a truly simple product that is extremely easy to choose and
buy.
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